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Abstract.
We show that detailed exploration of the 1 < z < 2 redshift region can provide
for denitive testing not only of the standard inflationary cosmological paradigm
with its ne-tuned cosmological constant and its mysteriously late (z < 1) onset
of cosmic acceleration, but also for the non ne-tuned, alternate conformal cos-
mological model, a cosmology which accelerates both above and below z = 1. In
particular we confront both of these models with the currently available type Ia
supernovae standard candle and extended FRII radio source standard yardstick
data, with these latter data being particularly pertinent as they already include
a sizeable number of points in the 1 < z < 2 region. We nd that both models
are able to account for all available 0 < z < 2 data equally well; and with the
conformal model explicitly being able to t the data while being an accelerating
one in the z > 1 region, one is thus currently unable to ascertain whether the
universe is accelerating or decelerating between z = 1 and z = 2. To be able
to visualize the supernovae and radio galaxy data simultaneously, we present a
representation of the radio galaxy data in terms of an equivalent apparent mag-
nitude Hubble diagram. We discuss briefly some implications of the anisotropies
in the cosmic microwave background for the conformal theory, and show that
in that theory fluctuations which set in at around nucleosynthesis can readily
generate the rst peak in the anisotropy data.
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I 1. INTRODUCTION
Through a detailed analysis of type Ia supernovae standard candles [1,2],
of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [3,4], and of clusters of galaxies
[5], standard cosmology has homed in on a rather narrow range of allowed
cosmological parameters, a range centered around ΩM(t0) = 0.3, ΩΛ(t0) = 0.7
or so. While such allowed values are very encouraging for the standard flat
inflationary universe model [6], they are, at the same time, equally deeply
troubling for standard gravity, requiring a ne-tuning of the cosmological con-
stant  through as many as 60 to 120 orders of magnitude, with the ts to
data being altogether disastrous if a value such as 1060 or 10120 for ΩΛ(t0)
were to actually be used. The currently required value for the cosmological
constant associated with an ΩΛ(t0) of order one thus poses an extremely severe
challenge to the standard cosmological model which has so far stubbornly re-
sisted resolution. However, even without any such resolution, it is nonetheless
possible to directly test whether or not nature actually is governed by the ne-
tuned value for  suggested by the data analysis. Specically, since the matter
density ρM (t) redshifts while the constant  does not, as one looks back in
redshift the relative strength of the contributions of these components to the
cosmological expansion rate will vary. In particular, since on its own a normal
matter density would lead to deceleration while by itself  (if taken to be
positive - a further ad hoc assumption of the standard paradigm) would lead
to acceleration their inferred current era relative strengths are such that a net
1rb54 SN 1rb 9 RG 1rb54 SN + 9 RG 1rb20 RG 1rb54 SN + 20 RG
ΩM 0.30 0.050.10 0.10 0.400.20 0.25 0.100.05 0.05 0.250.05 0.25 0.100.05
M 23.95 0.03 23.93 0.03 23.93 0.03
κ 8.93 0.07 8.82 0.07 8.97 0.05 8.83 0.05
β 1.75 0.10 1.8 0.10 1.65 0.05 1.85 0.04
χ2 56.76 11.65 68.72 16.89 74.41
DOF 51 6 58 17 69
TABLE 1. Standard Cosmology with k = 0
1rb54 SN 1rb 9 RG 1rb54 SN + 9 RG 1rb20 RG 1rb54 SN + 20 RG
ΩM 0.48 0.100.38 0.00 0.480.00 0.38 0.170.38 0.00 0.240.00 0.00 0.450.00
w −2.08 1.390.92 −0.75 0.431.28 −1.36 0.831.64 −0.73 0.300.58 −0.62 0.091.18
M 23.91 0.03 23.93 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.88 0.07 8.81 0.07 8.88 0.05 8.81 0.05
β 1.75 0.10 1.80 0.10 1.70 0.04 1.75 0.04
χ2 56.18 11.43 68.56 16.53 74.09
DOF 50 5 57 16 68
TABLE 2. Quintessence with k = 0
1rb54 SN 1rb 9 RG 1rb54 SN + 9 RG 1rb20 RG 1rb54 SN + 20 RG
ΩM 0.29 0.080.24 0.05 0.450.00 0.28 0.080.23 0.05 0.240.00 0.05 0.290.00
α 0.00 5.650.00 1.15 6.851.15 0.00 5.850.00 0.90 7.100.90 3.35 2.603.35
M 23.94 0.03 23.94 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.89 0.07 8.81 0.07 8.90 0.05 8.81 0.05
β 1.75 0.10 1.80 0.10 1.70 0.04 1.80 0.03
χ2 56.72 11.54 68.63 16.73 74.14
DOF 50 5 57 16 68
TABLE 3. Scalar Field Model with k = 0
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FIGURE 1. Equivalent Hubble plot for supernovae (open circles) and radio galaxies (closed
circles).
.9! DMMg2.eps
FIGURE 2. Equivalent residual apparent magnitudes with respect to an empty universe.
1rb54 SN 1rb 9 RG 1rb54 SN + 9 RG 1rb20 RG 1rb54 SN + 20 RG
q0 −0.38 0.380.17 −0.53 0.530.47 −0.38 0.380.17 −0.50 0.500.50 −0.38 0.380.17
M 23.95 0.03 23.95 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.85 0.07 8.81 0.07 8.85 0.05 8.81 0.05
β 1.75 0.10 1.8 0.10 1.70 0.04 1.70 0.03
χ2 57.62 11.41 69.05 16.46 74.11
DOF 51 6 58 17 69
TABLE 4. Conformal Cosmology
1rb54 SN 1rb 8 RG 1rb54 SN + 8 RG 1rb19 RG 1rb54 SN + 19 RG
ΩM 0.30 0.050.10 0.15 0.600.20 0.30 0.050.10 0.10 0.250.10 0.25 0.100.05
M 23.95 0.03 23.95 0.03 23.93 0.03
κ 8.80 0.07 8.70 0.07 8.86 0.05 8.75 0.05
β 1.55 0.11 1.55 0.11 1.60 0.05 1.70 0.03
χ2 56.76 2.20 59.06 7.72 64.95
DOF 51 5 57 16 68
TABLE 5. Standard Cosmology with k = 0 and Outlier 3C 427.1 Removed
1rb54 SN 1rb 8 RG 1rb54 SN + 8 RG 1rb19 RG 1rb54 SN + 19 RG
ΩM 0.48 0.100.38 0.00 0.760.00 0.45 0.120.45 0.00 0.310.00 0.02 0.500.02
w −2.08 1.390.92 −0.68 0.532.32 −1.80 1.231.20 −0.69 0.320.76 −0.63 0.112.06
M 23.91 0.03 23.91 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.76 0.07 8.72 0.07 8.78 0.05 8.74 0.05
β 1.55 0.11 1.55 0.10 1.60 0.05 1.65 0.05
χ2 56.18 2.14 58.66 7.32 64.79
DOF 50 4 56 15 67
TABLE 6. Quintessence with k = 0 and Outlier 3C 427.1 Removed
1rb54 SN 1rb 8 RG 1rb54 SN + 8 RG 1rb19 RG 1rb54 SN + 19 RG
ΩM 0.29 0.080.24 0.05 0.690.00 0.28 0.090.23 0.05 0.300.00 0.05 0.300.00
α 0.00 5.650.00 1.90 6.101.90 0.00 5.650.00 1.35 6.650.00 3.40 2.653.40
M 23.94 0.03 23.94 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.76 0.07 8.71 0.07 8.80 0.05 8.74 0.05
β 1.55 0.11 1.55 0.11 1.60 0.05 1.65 0.04
χ2 56.72 2.16 58.99 7.51 64.78
DOF 50 4 56 15 67
TABLE 7. Scalar Field Model with k = 0 and Outlier 3C 427.1 Removed
1rb54 SN 1rb 8 RG 1rb54 SN + 8 RG 1rb19 RG 1rb54 SN + 19 RG
q0 −0.38 0.380.17 −0.45 0.450.55 −0.38 0.380.17 −0.35 0.350.65 −0.38 0.380.17
M 23.95 0.03 23.95 0.03 23.95 0.03
κ 8.74 0.07 8.72 0.07 8.73 0.05 8.74 0.05
β 1.55 0.11 1.55 0.11 1.60 0.04 1.60 0.03
χ2 57.62 2.13 59.76 7.20 64.83
DOF 51 5 57 16 68
TABLE 8. Conformal Cosmology with Outlier 3C 427.1 Removed
